
 

     DUCK SOUP is a March, 2015 LVCA dvd donation to the Ligonier Valley 

Library. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that Marx Brothers film. 

 

United States   1933   black-and-white   69 minutes   live action feature musical 

comedy   Paramount Pictures   Producer: Herman Mankiewicz 

 

16 of a possible 20 points                                                        **** of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates juvenile performer 

Points: 

2           Direction: Leo McCarey* 

2           Editing: LeRoy Stone assisted by Edward Dmytryk 

1           Cinematography: Henry Sharp 

1           Lighting 

1           Story: Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby 

2           Additional Dialogue: Arthur Sheekman* and Nat Perrin* 

2           Music: John Leipold, John Phillip Sousa 

             Songs: Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby 

2           Art Direction: Hans Dreier* and Wiard Ihnen* 

1           Sound: Harry Lindgren 

2           Acting 

16 total points 

 



Cast: Groucho Marx* (Rufus T. Firefly), Harpo Marx* (Pinky), Chico Marx* 

(Chicolini), Zeppo Marx (Bob Roland), Margaret Dumont (Mrs. Teasdale), 

Raquel Torres (Vera Marcal), Louis Calhern (Trentino), Edmund Breese (Zander), 

Leonid Kinskey* (Agitator), Charles Middleton (Prosecutor), Edgar Kennedy 

(Street Vendor), Edward Arnold (Politician), others 

 

     Financial crisis besets the country of Fredonia. Graft has depleted its national 

treasury. Wealthy heiress Teasdale pledges to loan a boodle, provided her 

favorite politician, Rufus T. Firefly, is accepted as head of state. Rufus, played 

with disparaging candor by Groucho Marx, is wildly popular in Fredonia for 

reasons never explained. Shirttail perpetually hanging out, subject of epic 

complimentary ballads, wooer of Titianesque bejewelled widows, Rufus doesn’t 

ornament society so much as he verbally pillories it. No quip is left unhurled by 

this master of double entendre and non sequitur. With no qualification for 

governing other than reported charisma, Rufus is a plebeian nightmare 

unaccountably elevated to presiding authority.  

     In order to restore normal corruption, Ambassador Trentino from Sylvania 

begins a personal courtship of Mrs. Teasdale. Accomplice Vera Marcal is 

assigned seduction of President Firefly, an equally disagreeable task. 

     Since Rufus finds Marcal repellent, though available, a blackmail scheme is 

substituted. Compromising information about Firefly is to be collected by two 

spies, Pinky and Chicolini, who blend in with natives about as thoroughly as 

elephants in an aviary. Showing off disguises that look like costume rejects from 

a Disney cartoon, Sylvania’s finest moles report abysmal failure to boss 

Trentino. It seems they couldn’t manage to coordinate appearance at any 

baseball game in Fredonia with their target. If Rufus showed up, they didn’t. 

And vice versa. Except for a washout when nobody came to the stadium. 

     While Rufus returns zingers to straightforward remarks by hosts and visitors, 

Pinky and Chicolini go on their normal chaotic way, intercepting phone calls, 

harassing sidewalk vendors, switching employers, bungling break-ins,  

destroying private property. Pinky even reenacts Paul Revere’s famous ride with 

totally insane variations, playing pop-goes-the-weasel in a bathtub and 

sidetracking to attempt a tryst with someone else’s scantily-clad spouse. The 



fateful night culminates in three very mixed pairs of sleepers sharing a single 

upstairs bedroom in contented disregard of approaching enemy troops. For 

Sylvania has been incited by Firefly into declaring war on Fredonia. That should 

solve all financial problems temporarily. Simultaneously, his parallel courtship 

of Mrs. Teasdale stymies Trentino’s plan to marry her. Tea party insults catapult 

comically misgoverned nations into total war.   

     Plunging into parodies of key scenes from ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN 

FRONT and THE GENERAL, DUCK SOUP intentionally mismatches costumes with 

settings to hilarious effect. Pinky is locked in a storeroom containing fireworks. 

Groucho coolly dictates senseless orders as buildings collapse around him. No 

one has a clue about formulating defensive or offensive strategies.      

     Will DUCK SOUP end in tragic demise of all parties concerned? Can Fredonia 

remain a bastion of liberty? Will Rufus marry Mrs. Teasdale and live unhappily 

ever after? Watch the conclusion of this cockeyed comicalamity to find out for 

yourself. 

     Director Leo McCarey wisely makes no sustained attempt to structure plot 

conventionally. Visual puns, mistaken identities, droll dialogue, and comic 

operetta are stitched together instead to provide something passing for 

continuity. Whenever a scene threatens to overstay its welcome, a madcap dash 

into the next one intervenes. Or Groucho delivers a clinching one-liner. Songs 

begin informally as solos, build up through chorus and antiphony, then 

overinflate into bombastic superproduction numbers imitating Busby Berkeley 

stagings. Optical acrobatics vie with singers for dominance.  

     Harpo turns in unforgettable mime work, his world of silence and 

meaningless noisemaking strongly counterpointed against verbal duelings of 

brothers Chico and Groucho. Zeppo looks elegant and speaks coherently, 

oblivious to continual nuttiness surrounding him. Leonid Kinsky’s Sylvanian 

agitator makes the most of a very brief appearance, looking appropriately 

impassioned and overstrung. Edgar Kennedy, chief victim of Harpo’s clowning, 

times responses precisely for optimal impact, headgear alternating between 

keepaway prop and combustible showpiece. 

     Uncomfortable in her role and consequently unconvincing is actress Raquel 

Torres, who lacks both glamour and charisma. Garbo would have been a 



superior sultry lure. Unfortunately, she was being monopolized at the time by 

MGM.     

     Leading lady Margaret Dumont is statuesque, slow to grasp Rufus’s twisted 

putdowns, stiff as a starched collar, a Park Lane foil to Groucho’s Lower East 

Side snide repartees. Margaret oozes class. Groucho smacks of slums. As a live 

action version of Ignatz Mouse and Krazy Kat, the duo operates admirably 

together in perpetual fond conflict. 

     Getting considerable fortification from John Phillip Sousa, John Leipold’s 

score marries grand opera and Gilbert and Sullivan into a pleasant merger, 

parodying both through exaggeration. Fanfares producing minimal or no results 

generate humor just as capably as Groucho’s chattering and Harpo’s 

pantomime. Interspersed judiciously between verbal skits, songs unite 

attractive melodies and satirically acute lyrics, offering welcome relief from 

seemingly freeform farce. 

     Lighting and sound are adequate, but suffer from age. Neither is notably 

brilliant. 

     Art deco sets are employed to impressive effect by Hans Dreier and Ihnen 

Wiard, especially in the formal ballroom scene opening DUCK SOUP. Their skill 

in assembling a diversified wardrobe spanning numerous epochs and locales is 

lavishly showcased in this fashion designer’s nightmare of a film. For once, 

stylistic clashes are privileged and not disruptive.  

     Crammed with unique and memorable lines, DUCK SOUP’s screenplay is 

distinctive and chromatic, contrasting sharply with less ostentatious black-and-

white photography.  

     DUCK SOUP is a classic screwball comedy suitable. The film is suitable for 

viewers ages twelve and up, who can appreciate the verbal dexterity on display. 

Don’t miss it! 

     The Universal dvd-r release reviewed above includes a trailer of one and 

three-quarter minutes duration and scene selections. 

         


